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Ten Problem Test - Solve Each Expression  Name ________________________ 
 
1) 2  +  9  x  5         1) __________ 
2) 30  ÷  ½         2) __________ 
3)  (2 x 7 + 5)0         3) __________ 
4) 5!          4) __________ 
5) 5  x  12  x  4  x  3  x  0  x  7       5) __________ 
6)  1,000  x  0.002        6) __________ 
7) (⅓)4          7) __________ 
8) 112          8) __________ 
9)  37  x  25  x  40        9) __________ 
10) Solve for x.   -8x  -  12  =  -48      10) _________ 
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Ten Problem Test - Answer Key and Comments 
   
1) 2  +  9  x  5      Answer: 47 
 
 This problem requires order of operations be performed.  Many students, especially at the  
 beginning of the year, just calculate left to right and end up getting the answer 55. 
 
2) 30  ÷  ½    Answer: 60 
 
 The answer many students get here is 15 because they divide 30 by 2.  Help them to think about
 how many halves are there in 30.  (If you had 30 pizzas, how many halves are there?) 
        
 
3)  (2 x 7 + 5)0    Answer: 1       
 
 This problem gives you the chance to explain that any number taken to the zero power equals 1. 
 (I don’t explain why this is true at this time.)  Common answers given here include 19 and 0.   
 
4) 5!     Answer: 120 
 
 Explain to students that the sign that looks like an exclamation mark is a “factorial” symbol in
 math.  Show them that 3! means 3 x 2 x 1 and then let them figure out 5! (5 x 4 x 3 x 2 x 1) 
 
5) 5  x  12  x  4  x  3  x  0  x  7  Answer: 0 
 
 This problem teaches students to look at the entire problem before starting to solve it.  Students 
 often multiply the first four numbers together before arriving at the zero.   
    
6)  1,000  x  0.002   Answer: 2 
 
 The main idea here is that when you multiply by powers of 10 you can simply move the  
 decimal point to the right.  Multiplying by 1,000 requires the decimal to be moved 3 places.
         
7) (⅓)4     Answer: 1/81 
 
 This exponent problem also requires students to recall how to multiply fractions and you can 
 point out that you can also just take the numerator and denominator to the fourth power.  
 
8) 112     Answer: 1 
 
 One taken to any power will always be 1 since you are just multiplying 1 by itself a given  
 number of times.  I also ask students to tell me what “1 to the 25th power” is etc.   
 
9)  37  x  25  x  40   Answer: 37,000     
   
 Many students will just solve this problem left to right.  My hope is that some will use the  
 commutative property and multiply 25 x 40 first (in their heads).  Then 1,000 x 37 = 37,000 
 
10) Solve for x.   -8x  -  12  =  -48 Answer: 4 1/2 
 
 This two-step equation with negatives is a challenge problem.  We cover this later in the year.



Ten Problem Test - Teacher Tips 
 
The Ten Problem Test is a quick, in-class assignment that I often give on the first day of class.  It  
re-awakens students’ math brains and challenges them.  Although most of the numbers are relatively 
small, each problem requires some understanding of mathematics that, if forgotten, will cause the  
student to miss the problem. 
 
I make it very clear up front that this test is not graded.  I let them know that it is just meant to be a 
quick, fun activity to get them thinking mathematically after a long summer break. 
 
One of the benefits of giving this quick test is that it often does help me to identify some of the  
strongest math students in the class. 
 
 

How I Administer the Ten Problem Test: 
 

1)  Copy and cut the test into strips.  I put three tests on each sheet of paper to conserve paper. 
2)  Give the students 5-10 minutes to complete as much of the test as they can. 
3)  When I correct the test with them, I don’t just read off the answers.  To me, this would defeat the 
 purpose of giving the test.  I spend time going over each problem and count on the fact that  
 students will learn more math during this time.  
4)  I have students write their score, out of 10 at the top of the test. 
5)  Students pass the tests in. 
6)  I spot-check them and mentally note any very high or low scores. 
7)  I throw them away. 
 
 
 
Copyright Notice:   
While most of the lessons, projects, and games on DigitalLesson.com are copyrighted and  
intended for use by the purchasing teacher only, you are welcome to distribute the Ten Problem 
Test to other teachers that you feel might enjoy using this quick activity. 
 
 
 
Middle School Math Treasures Newsletter:   
To receive Digital Lesson.com’s Middle School Math Treasures newsletter please visit our website at 
www.digitallesson.com and enter your e-mail address in the subscription box .  You will then become 
eligible to receive new math resources, ideas, and activities that are included in each newsletter.  You 
may unsubscribe at any time using the link in our newsletter.     
 
 
Enjoy!! 
 
Mark P. Tully 
Founder, DigitalLesson.com 
 
 
 
 


